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The associations of individualistic versus collectivistic value orientations with suicidal
ideation and attempts, attitudes towards suicide and towards suicidal individuals, and
psychological distress were investigated across 12 nations (N = 5572 university students).
We expected differential associations of value orientations with suicidal behavior and
moderating effects of the prevailing value orientations in the various countries. Findings
showed that intermediate levels of individualism appeared protective against suicide
attempts across all investigated nations, but that, otherwise, there seemingly are no
universal associations of individualism and collectivism with suicidal behaviors. High
collectivism was associated with less suicidal ideation only in individualistic countries.
Low individualism appeared to be a risk factor for suicidal ideation specifically in Muslim
collectivistic cultures, whereas high individualism in Asian collectivistic cultures.
Collectivistic values are uniformly associated with less permissive attitudes to suicide,
whereas individualistic values with a more stigmatized view of suicidal behavior. Both
individualistic and collectivistic values were associated with socially accepting attitudes to
a suicidal peer, helping a suicidal friend, and emotional involvement. The associations of
individualistic and collectivistic values with disapproving attitudes to suicidal disclosureg April 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 2591
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Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.orwere complex. Beliefs in punishment after death for suicide, seeing suicide as mental
illness, and emotional involvement with a suicidal friend were lower in high-suicide-rate
countries. These evidence patterns are discussed in the light of related research evidence,
along with directions for future research in this area.Keywords: suicidal behaviour, attitudes, psychological distress, individualism, collectivism, multination studyINTRODUCTION
Suicidal behavior shows both interpersonal and intersocietal
variations (1, 2). The cultural contents such as values, codes, and
attitudes with regards to suicide oftentimes are seen as contributing
to such variations. For instance, research suggests that cultural
approval of or permissive cultural attitudes towards suicide are
associated with increased propensity toward suicide (3–5). Culture
is a self-evident and ubiquitous, yet elusive, concept. To achieve
scientific precision and progress, there is a need to unpack the
contents and components of this all-inclusive concept. What exactly
is meant and implied by culture? Are the contents, or ingredients of
culture associated with an increased or decreased propensity for
suicidal behavior and psychological distress?
Cultural or cross-cultural psychology has identified individualism-
collectivism as a meaningful dimension, along which cultures and/or
cultural groups can be compared and contrasted (6, 7). Qualities such
as personal autonomy, self-reliance, uniqueness, and independence
are valued in individualistic cultures but person-other relatedness or
interdependence, and the person as being a part of a collective are the
qualities that are valued in collectivistic cultures (8). Individualistic
and collectivistic values (9) influence psychological variables, such as
self-concept, motivation, affect, cognition, cognitive processing style,
attribution, emotion regulation, and social support provisions
(10–15).
The debate on the influence of individualism and collectivism on
suicidal behavior is not new in suicidology. For instance, Durkheim
(16) saw the causes of suicidal behavior in the relationship between
the person and the collective. Hence, individualism and collectivism
are about the relationship between the individual and the collective.
Values such as self-reliance, personal uniqueness, independence,
and those setting priority on personal goals are regarded central in
individualistic cultures, but interdependence, relatedness, and values
setting priority on group goals (8) are seen central in collectivistic
cultures. Although the cultural dimension of individualism-
collectivism provides an important source of information about
intersocietal and interindividual differences, it nevertheless has not
yet been fully integrated into suicide research.
As societies differ on individualism-collectivism dimension,
they also differ on the prevalence of suicidal behaviors. For
instance, Hansen and Pritchard (17) showed that suicide rates
in 22 developed countries presented consistent patterns over
time. Like most human behavior, culture exerts an influence on
suicide (18, 19). For a better understanding of suicidal
phenomena, some suicidologists therefore have called for an
inclusion of culture in suicide research (20, 21). Such ang 2inclusion of culture in suicide research raises three questions.
The first one is: What do we mean by culture, and how do we
conceptualize it, in order to include it in suicide research? This
relates to the issue of precision. The second question is: How
does culture affect suicide? This relates to the issue of
mechanisms or processes. The third one is: Do we
conceptualize culture at the group level or individual level?
This relates to the level of measurement.
Eskin (22) has argued that individualistic and collectivistic values
might influence the onset, maintenance, and aggravation of suicidal
feelings in two important ways. In the first, during times of crises
persons with individualistic values may take responsibility for what
happened and thus may blame themselves. This may further
aggravate the predominant feelings in a suicidal process such as
anger, unhappiness, and hopelessness. On the other hand, in a
similar situation, individuals with collectivistic values may attribute
responsibility to others or to situations, which in turn may diminish
the impact of these feelings.
Second, individualism and collectivism may exert influences on
attitudes to suicide and attitudes to suicidal persons. The defining
features of individualism include independence, freedom, choice,
personal responsibility, and competition (23, 24). The act of suicide
frequently is depicted as involving personal freedom and choice (25,
26). In line with this, suicidal individuals usually do not seek help
(27, 28). Scientific studies indicate that perceived stigma,
embarrassment, and a preference for self-reliance are the most
common barriers to help-seeking (29–31). Within a psychological
value matrix like this one, it is reasonable to assume that people with
an individualistic worldview will see suicide as an act that is
compatible with a worldview that stresses personal freedom and
choice. Subsequently, they might show higher acceptance levels of
suicide than those with a collectivistic worldview. Persons with an
individualistic value orientation have a context-independent
information processing style (12), and hence they may see the
causes for a suicidal act as situated within the person and hence
blame the person for what happened. On the contrary, persons with
a collectivistic value orientation have a context-dependent
information processing style (12), with a collectivistic mind set
they may see the agent of a suicidal act as a victim and blame the
situation or others for what happened. Extant evidence from cross-
national comparative research suggests that suicide attempters who
live in individualistic cultures may not receive the help they need. In
contrast, suicide attempters who live in collectivistic cultures may
receive the help they need (32–34). However, opposing findings
have also been reported in a comparative investigation of Australia,
India, and Italy (35).April 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 259
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as a determinant of suicidal behavior. Individualistic and
collectivistic values relate to the relationship between the
person and the collective. Being situated at a certain point on
this dimension may involve advantages or disadvantages for both
the collective and the person. Researchers seem to hold
conflicting views about the benefits and harms of being
situated on a certain point on the individualism-collectivism
dimension with regards to mental health and well-being. For
instance, Eckersley (36) opines that materialism and
individualism are health hazards for population health. On the
other hand, for Veenhoven (37) individualism fits human nature
better than collectivism. If indeed this is the case, then
individualism should promote better social and personal
mental well-being. It is informative to review what empirical
evidence is available on this point.
Research suggests that, for both societies and individuals,
having individualistic values is associated with increased rates of
completed suicide and suicidal behavior. Ecologic (group-level,
or geographic) studies yield positive associations between
individualism and suicide (4, 38–40). Evidence from
individual-level investigations research confirms these group-
level effects. For example, Leeuwen et al. (41) found
individualistic values to be risk factor for suicidal ideation
among immigrant adolescents in France. In a study of
Australian university students Scott et al. (42) found students
with strong individualistic values (idiocentrism) to be less
satisfied with, and less inclined to seek social support, and
presenting higher levels of hopelessness and suicide ideation.
In Turkish adolescents and young adults, Eskin (22) showed
suicidal thoughts and attempts to be more common among
participants with individualistic than among those with
collectivistic tendencies. The same study further showed that,
although participants with individualistic tendencies held more
permissive attitudes to suicide, they were less accepting of a
suicidal close friend than those with collectivistic tendencies. In
yet another study with Chinese participants, Du et al. (43)
similarly showed individualistic orientation to be associated
with increased hopelessness and substance use, along with
reverse associations for collectivistic orientation.
Other lines of research, however, are suggestive for beneficial
effects of individualism on psychological well-being. In these
investigations, it is assumed that individualism exerts a positive
effect on mental well-being via its potentials for creating a
context for freedom and choice. Some aggregate-level data
suggest positive associations of individualistic values with
happiness and psychological well-being (37, 44, 45). However,
one should be aware of the fact that these findings mostly stem
from ecologic studies. From a methodological point of view,
ecologic research designs are prone to confounders (cross-level
bias) and need to be confirmed by individual-level evidence.
Yet another line of inquiry has argued that what matters for a
better mental health is the person-environment fit (46). This line
of reasoning assumes that persons at the extreme ends of the
individualism-col lect ivism dimension, which, whenFrontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 3incompatible with the societal values, have disadvantages for
personal adaptation. The data seem to support this view. For
instance, evidence (47) from Turkish and US students residing in
the respective countries showed that having a value orientation
inconsistent with societal values was associated with poor mental
health. An investigation of Japanese and US students residing in
the respective countries (48) yielded evidence that individualistic
values were negatively correlated with the number of close
friends and with subjective well-being among Japanese
students, but not among US students.
There are some clear gender differences in suicidal behavior.
In general, women contemplate and attempt suicide more often
than men, but more men than women kill themselves (49). This
is known as “gender paradox” in suicidal behavior (50, 51) and
relates to the gender culture. The paradox has usually been
explained through reference to the choice of method for and
intent involved in suicidal behavior. The scientific investigations
provide support for the view that men make use of more lethal
methods for their suicidal behavior than women (52) but women
and men are found to be similar in their intent lethality (53). The
choice of more lethal methods for suicidal behavior by men is in
line with the cultural gender stereotypes (54).
There is considerable scholarly debate on the conceptualization
and measurement of individualism and collectivism constructs (55).
Although most researchers view individualism and collectivism as
opposites of a dimension, others see it as two separate orthogonal
constructs (7, 56). Utilizing confirmatory factor analysis, Li and
Aksoy (57) showed that individualism and collectivism represent
two different constructs. Although we have introduced individualism
and collectivism as one dimension for ease of comprehension, we use
them as two orthogonal constructs in analysis in this multinational
study. This approach may better enable us to see the individual effects
of the two value orientations on suicidal behavior, suicidal attitudes,
and psychological distress.
To sum up, the research literature suggests that individualistic
and collectivistic values may have advantages and disadvantages for
psychological well-being. Empirical evidence for possible relations
of individualism-collectivism to suicidal behavior and psychological
well-being seems inconsistent. Further, evidence suggests that
individualism indeed is associated with suicidal phenomena, but
the studies underlying this conclusion are of weak design, either
being ecologic or single-nation studies. Hence, it is unwarranted to
assume cross-cultural generality from these. Considering the
inconclusive nature of research findings in this field, we designed
the present study to explore the associations of individualistic-
collectivistic value orientations with suicidal behavior, attitudes, and
psychological distress in university students from 12 countries.
From a methodological perspective, cross-national comparative
studies require comparable samples. We assume that university
students are similar in important aspects, such as their age,
educational level, or cognitive abilities, and, to some extent, media
exposure. Besides, collecting data with university students is a
convenient way of getting sufficient data. Therefore, we have
chosen to test our hypotheses in university students. Specifically,
we tested the following five hypotheses:April 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 259
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behavior and psychological distress, whereas collectivistic
values with less suicidal behavior and psychological distress.
2. The prevailing culture (individualistic vs. collectivistic) in the
investigated countries moderates the associations of
individualistic and collectivistic values with suicidal
behavior and psychological distress.
3. Individualistic values are associated with more permissive
attitudes to suicide, whereas collectivistic values with less
permissive attitudes to suicide.
4. Collectivistic values are associated with more socially
accepting and helping attitudes to suicidal persons, whereas
individualistic values with less socially accepting and helping
attitudes to suicidal persons.
5. Across the investigated countries, the prevalence of
completed suicide (i.e., national suicide rates) moderates
attitudes towards suicide and towards suicidal persons.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
A total of 5,572 (55.3% women) university students (age M =
22.1, SD = 3.5 years) from 12 countries volunteered to participate
in the study. Samples originated from countries belonging to four
culture zones (58): 1.) the Confucian (China n = 627; Japan n =
246), 2.) the Islamic (Iran n = 1000; Jordan n = 436; Palestine
(West Bank) n = 358; Saudi Arabia n = 413; Turkey n = 497;
Tunisia n = 484), 3.) the English-speaking (UK n = 150; USA n =
239), and 4.) the Catholic zone (Austria n = 627; Italy n = 471).
Across countries, participants were recruited from one public
university, with the exception of Jordan and Palestine (with
recruitment at two public universities).
Across countries, the distributions of participants’ gender
(c2 = 294.56, df = 11, p < .001) and age [F(11, 5407) = 105.61,
p < .001] differed significantly (see Table 1). Overall, samplesFrontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 4were slightly skewed towards female participants (55.3%
women). The Japanese and Saudi Arabian samples showed a
surplus of men. The youngest sample was from the United States,
and the oldest one from the United Kingdom. There were
significant sample differences regarding participants’ stated
sibship size, with the samples from Jordan and Palestine
reporting the highest, and the sample from China reporting
the lowest number of siblings. Further details of the
sociodemographic characteristics of the participants and study
procedural details, see Eskin et al. (59).
Materials
All data were collected through self-administered questionnaire
forms, which included items about nonfatal suicidal behavior,
religious affiliation and strength of religious belief, attitudes
towards suicide and towards suicidal individuals, and
individualistic-collectivistic value orientations, alongside a
measure of psychological distress. The prevalence of nonfatal
suicidal behavior and psychological distress, attitudes towards
suicide and suicidal persons, and the associations of religion with
suicidal behavior and attitudes and psychological distress have
been reported elsewhere (59–61). The focus of the present
account is the associations of individualistic-collectivistic value
orientations with suicidal behavior, suicidal attitudes, and
psychological distress.
Demographics
Participants reported their gender, age, and number of siblings.
Individualism-Collectivism
Based on their face and content validity, five items each were
selected (22) from the Turkish version (62) of the INDCOL scale
(Individualism and Collectivism scale) (63) for the assessment of
individualism and collectivism. The five items tapping
individualism were: 1.) I rely on myself most of the time; I
rarely rely on others; 2.) I would rather depend on myself thanTABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics of individualism and collectivism factor scores, suicidal ideation, suicide attempts, and GHQ-12 scores per country.
Country n %
Women
Age
M (SD)
Individualism
M (SD)
Collectivism
M (SD)
Suicidal ideation Suicide attempt GHQ-12 score
Life-
time
Last 12
months
Current Life-
time
Last 12
months
≥ 3 ≥ 4 ≥ 5
Austria 627 55% 22.81 (3.37) -0.30 (0.65) 1.17 (0.74) 48% 16% 6% 3% <1% 38% 29% 22%
China 651 52% 21.47 (2.12) 0.11 (0.84) -0.95 (0.73) 22% 7% 2% 4% 1% 35% 28% 21%
Iran 1000 60% 22.43 (3.93) 0.15 (1.07) 0.61 (0.77) 30% 15% 6% 5% 4% 45% 37% 30%
Italy 471 52% 23.29 (3.31) -1.26 (0.98) 0.01 (0.75) 19% 4% 2% 3% <1% 43% 29% 23%
Japan 246 33% 20.98 (2.21) -0.24 (0.62) -0.41 (0.68) 26% 10% 1% 3% <1% 65% 55% 48%
Jordan 436 59% 21.10 (1.66) -0.09 (1.03) -0.79 (0.76) 22% 18% 14% 16% 15% 54% 47% 40%
Palestine 358 60% 20.83 (2.49) 0.37 (1.04) -0.16 (0.80) 22% 16% 6% 12% 6% 69% 57% 47%
Saudi Arabia 413 30% 24.98 (3.50) -0.06 (1.11) -0.64 (0.92) 18% 10% 11% 10% 9% 79% 70% 61%
Tunisia 484 77% 21.47 (1.90) 0.67 (0.69) 0.20 (0.72) 21% 9% 3% 5% 1% 64% 52% 43%
Turkey 497 63% 20.57 (1.82) 0.28 (0.62) 0.02 (0.78) 24% 9% 3% 9% 2% 60% 49% 40%
United
Kingdom
150 69% 26.93 (8.02) 0.06 (0.67) -0.13 (0.74) 39% 15% 3% 7% 3% NA NA NA
United States 239 51% 19.93 (3.89) 0.29 (0.71) -0.23 (0.70) 31% 10% < 1% 3% 0% 32% 25% 14%April 2020 | Volume 11 | ArticleGHQ-12, 12-item General Health Questionnaire.259
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everything; 5.) Being a unique individual is important to me. The
five items tapping collectivism were: 1.) I like sharing little things
with others; 2.) It is important to me that I respect the decisions
made by my others; 3.) My happiness depends very much on the
happiness of those around me; 4.) I would feel proud, if another
person gets recognition; 5.) Group members should stick
together, no matter what sacrifices are required. Whereas this
shortened INDCOL scale was administered in the respective
national language version in Austria, China, Iran, Italy, Japan,
Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States, the English
version was used in Jordan, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, and Tunisia.
Participants responded to the INDCOL items on 5-point Likert-
type scales, ranging from 1 = “completely disagree” to 5 =
“completely agree”. The internal consistency (Cronbach a) for
the individualism scale was.61 and.62 for the collectivism scale.
For analysis, factor scores were used (see Statistical
Analysis subsection).
Suicidal Behavior
Five questions queried past and current suicidal behavior, with
response alternatives Yes = 1 vs. No = 0. These questions were:
1.) Have you ever thought of killing yourself? 2.) Have you,
during the past 12-months, thought of killing yourself? 3.) Do
you have thoughts of killing yourself right now? 4.) Have you
ever made an attempt to kill yourself? 5.) Have you, during the
past 12-months, made an attempt to kill yourself?
The scores of participants who responded affirmatively to at
least one (or more) of the first three questions were dichotomized
into the categories having suicidal ideation (vs. not), and the
scores of participants who responded affirmatively to one (or
both) of the questions 4 and 5 were dichotomized into the
categories having attempted suicide (vs. not).
Psychological Distress
The 12-item General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12) (64) was
administered to assess psychological distress. Reliability and
validity of the GHQ-12 have been established (65). The
standard scoring method (of 0-0-1-1) was applied, i.e., a score
of 0 is assigned to the first two low-stress response alternatives,
and a score of 1 is given to the two high-stress response
alternatives. This method yields individual scores ranging from
0 to 12. The Cronbach’s a for the GHQ-12 was.87, with item-
total correlations ranging from.45 to.62. Previous research (65)
has evidenced a variety of cut-off points for the GHQ-12, ranging
from a low of 2 to a high of 4, across 15 centers. We thus applied
three cut-off points (GHQ-12 ≥ 3, 4, or 5). The GHQ-12 was not
administered in the United Kingdom.
Attitudes Towards Suicide
Eskin’s 24-item Attitudes Towards Suicide Scale (E-ATSS) (22,
60, 66), with 5-point Likert-type response options, ranging from
1 = “completely disagree” to 5 = “completely agree” was used to
measure participants’ attitudes towards suicide. Principal
component analysis with varimax rotation extracted six factors:Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 51.) Acceptability of suicide (eight items, a =.91); 2.) Punishment
after death (five items, a =.93); 3.) Suicide as a sign of mental
illness (three items, a =.94); 4.) Communicating psychological
problems (four items, a =.79); 5.) Hiding suicidal behavior (two
items, a =.83); and 6.) Open reporting and discussion of suicide
(two items, a =.62) that accounted for 73.1% of the total
variance. Scale scores were computed by summing up the
items of a factor, divided by the number of items. Thus, scale
scores ranged from 1 to 5, with higher scores indicating higher
levels of factor content.
Attitudes Towards Suicidal Persons
Eskin’s Social Reactions to Suicidal Persons Scale (E-SRSPS) was
used to measure social reactions to a suicidal peer. The
introductory part of this instrument comprises a short
description of “an imagined suicidal close friend” who decides
to kill him/herself and shares this information with the
respondent. By means of 20 possible reactions to this friend,
participants were asked how they would react or feel on 5-point
Likert-type scales ranging from 1 = “completely disagree” to 5 =
“completely agree” (22, 60, 66). A principal component analysis
with varimax rotation extracted four factors: 1.) Social
acceptance (six items, a =.90); 2.) Helping a suicidal friend (six
items, a =.83); 3.) Disapproval of suicidal disclosure (five items,
a =.77); and 4.) Emotional involvement (three items, a =.63) that
accounted for 60.7% of the total variance. Scale scores were
computed by summing up the items under a factor, divided by
the number of items. Thus, scale scores ranged from 1 to 5, with
higher scores indicating higher levels of factor content.
Procedure
The principal investigator (author ME) selected the
questionnaire ensemble and invited researchers via e-mail to
join the study. All participating researchers were university-
based, collecting their dataset at their academic institution. For
the Jordan and Palestine study sites, data were additionally
collected at a second university. On the first page of the
questionnaire packet, participants were told that the study was
anonymous from the outset and participation entirely voluntary.
Contact information of the respective study-site investigator was
provided on the first survey page, so that participants could get in
touch, for asking any study-related questions.
All researchers were requested to undertake data collection
only after receipt of approval from relevant institutional review
boards. Except for Austria, where such an approval formally was
not necessary, according to the relevant national legal
requirements and regulations, approval was obtained at all
study sites. In the United Kingdom, data collection was
stopped by the ethics committee due to one member’s
concerns over possible distress effects of the suicide-related
questions. Only the Jordanian researchers reported legal
sanctions against suicidal behavior. According to the Jordanian
Penal Code, “the person who attempts suicide will be punished
by imprisonment from 3 months to 2 years”.April 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 259
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Cross-National Measurement Equivalence
In order to ensure that measured scores were comparable
between countries and to obtain scores on a common scale for
all countries, the INDCOL, E-ATSS, and E-SRSPS items were
subjected to tests of cross-national measurement equivalence,
utilizing methods of multigroup confirmatory factor analysis. To
make these analyses computationally feasible, data from the
United Kingdom (for which only a relatively small sample was
available) and the United States were merged. Also, for some of
the E-ATSS and E-SRSPS subscale analyses, data from China and
Japan had to be merged. Mplus 8.2 was used for tests of
measurement equivalence, treating the items as ordered
categorical variables by utilizing the WLSMV estimator. This
is, in this factor analytic context, comparable to fitting
Samejima’s graded response model (67) to the data, wherein
each item is described by a single discrimination parameter (item
loading) and m—1 difficulty parameters for its m response
options (item thresholds) [see also (68)].
Separately for all scales and subscales, we tested the data for
cross-national configural invariance (i.e., whether all respective
scale or subscale items loaded onto a single latent factor across all
countries) and full measurement invariance (i.e., whether all
loadings and thresholds of items within a scale or subscale were
the same across all countries). Equivalence of item parameters
across countries was then relaxed in an iterative procedure,
where necessary, to arrive at a final model of partial
measurement invariance that showed an acceptable data fit.
Partial measurement invariance indicates that the parameters
of some, but not all, items were equal across groups. Partial
measurement invariance may still allow for meaningful
comparisons between groups (69); however, comparisons need
to be made with caution. Item parameters were freed for single
countries or set to equivalent values for groups of countries. In
this procedure, item loadings and thresholds were freed in
tandem, because both types of item parameters conjointly
define the regression curve of the item on the latent trait. For
the final models, factor scores were then extracted and used in
subsequent analysis. All E-ATSS and E-SRSPS subscales were
found to be fully invariant, except the E-SRSPS subscales Helping
a suicidal friend, for which partial invariance was observed, and
Disapproval of suicidal disclosure, for which one item was
removed to first achieve configural invariance (see Results). As
the results of the multilevel analyses did not critically depend on
the use of factor scores for the fully invariant scales, results based
on scale scores are presented for simplicity. For the partially
invariant E-SRSPS subscale, factor and scale scores correlated
with r =.93 (p < .001) and the results of the multilevel analyses
did not critically depend on the use of factor scores. Hence, also
in this case results based on scale scores are presented
for simplicity.
Model fit was assessed with the comparative fit index (CFI),
the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), and the standardized root mean
square residual (SRMR), utilizing the benchmarks of Hu andFrontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 6Bentler (70) (CFI/TLI: good fit: ≥.95, acceptable fit: ≥.90) and
Schermelleh-Engel et al. (71) (SRMR: good fit: < .05, acceptable
fit: < .10). Values of the root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA) were not used, as the models were fitted on a large
number of groups (> 10) with only a few indicators (e.g., five
items each for individualism and collectivism). In the multigroup
context, RMSEA values are estimated from the square root of the
weighted average of the sample-based discrepancies, divided by
the average degrees of freedom (df) per sample (72), not the
overall df. This resulted in the present study in small average dfs
(~ 5), especially in the configural invariance analyses. Yet, in
models with small df, RMSEA values are inflated, rendering them
uninformative for the evaluation of model fit (73). Similarly, we
report chi-square values of model fit, but do not interpret them
with regards to significance as chi-square values are inflated in
large samples (71).
CFI and TLI compare the fit of the investigated model against
a null model, which assumes no latent variables and uses the
identity matrix as variance-covariance matrix. The CFI compares
the chi-square to df differences between the null and the
investigated model, whereas the TLI the respective chi-square
to df ratios. Under maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, this
entails smaller TLI than CFI values (which is consistent with the
interpretation that the TLI more strongly penalizes model
complexity than the CFI). However, under WLSMV, the df are
estimated from the data and are not determined by the difference
in the number of observed to estimated parameters, see (74).
Compared to the null model, this led in many of the multigroup
analyses of the present study to especially small df in less
restrictive models (e.g., configural invariance models, which
estimate large numbers of parameters), and especially large df
in more restrictive models (e.g., full invariance models, which
estimate only relatively few parameters). This either (less
restrictive models) excessively disadvantaged TLI to CFI
values, or (more restrictive models) also CFI to TLI values (a
case that cannot similarly arise under ML).
Against this background, model fit was considered acceptable,
if at least one of the two goodness-of-fit indices (CFI, TLI) and
the SRMR (an absolute badness-of-fit index, which assesses the
standardized difference between the observed and predicted
correlations) indicated acceptable model fit.
Associations With Suicidal Ideation, Suicide
Attempts, and Psychological Distress
In order to account for the clustered nature of the data, multilevel
(more precisely, two-level) regression models were then applied
to investigate the associations of individualism and collectivism
factor scores with suicidal ideation, suicide attempts, and
psychological distress (as the level-1 predictors), using country
as a cluster variable (i.e., level-2 predictors). This utilization of
multilevel models allowed the modeling and testing of regression
slopes on the mean level (i.e., averaged across all countries) for
statistical significance, and further to investigate the variability of
individual regression slopes (and intercepts) across countries.April 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 259
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(i.e., cross-level interactions) of level-2 predictors (the country
level) on the regression slopes and intercepts of the level-1
predictors (the individual level).
Mplus 8.2 was again used for analysis, using numerical
integration and robust methods (MLR) for the estimation of
standard errors. All models included individualism and
collectivism factor scores as level-1 predictors (controlling also
for participant sex and age, see below), testing their linear, but in
a second step also their quadratic, associations with the various
outcomes separately for each outcome. By including quadratic
terms, we controlled and tested for the possible non-linearity of
the associations of individualism and collectivism with the
outcome variables. Outcomes were modeled as binary
variables. Hence, the fitted models were multilevel logistic
regression models. For these models, we report unstandardized
slope coefficients (on the logit scale). These appear to fit better
the present context of multilevel modeling, which directly deals
with the variation of slopes and intercepts on this scale. Odds
ratios may be obtained from the reported slope parameters
by exponentiation.
Model building proceeded in three steps: in the first step,
intercepts and slopes on level 1 were modeled as random effects
(i.e., they were allowed to vary between countries), estimating the
covariance between intercepts and slopes freely from the data. If
the variability of an individual slope parameter was not
significant [p > .05; instead of the Wald test the more powerful
likelihood ratio test, comparing models with and without this
variance parameter and the covariance, was used here; see ref.
(75), pp. 98–99], the respective slope parameters were in a
second step modeled as fixed effects, in order to arrive at more
parsimonious final models. Analyses controlled for participant
sex and age by including them as further level-1 predictors in the
models. We report on the effects of sex and age in detail, where
their effects appeared to be significant (p < .05; based on theWald
test). For the effect tests of individualism and collectivism,
sequential Bonferroni corrections were applied (using an
overall a of 5%) to control for the accumulation of type I
errors. The results of these analyses were used to test
Hypothesis 1.
In a third step, potential cross-level interactions of culture
(level 2) with random slopes (level 1), were investigated for the
above models. Countries included in the study were classified
into individualistic and collectivistic categories on the basis of
their aggregated country individualism scores (6). Accordingly,
Austria, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States were
grouped as individualistic countries. Asian and Middle Eastern
collectivisms may involve different cultural patterns. Therefore,
two groups of collectivistic cultures were created. China and
Japan were grouped together and termed as Asian collectivistic
cultures. Likewise, Jordan, Iran, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia,
and Turkey were grouped together and termed as Muslim
collectivistic cultures. We created two level-2 dummy variables
to indicate Asian and Muslim collectivistic cultures and used
these as predictors of random slopes and random interceptsFrontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 7(which are of less interest here) on level 1. The results of these
analyses were used to test Hypothesis 2.
Associations With Attitudes and Reactions Towards
Suicide and Suicidality Factors
Multilevel models were used in a similar fashion as in Steps 1 and
2 of the foregoing analyses to investigate the associations of
individualism and collectivism factor scores with the E-ATSS
and E-SRSPS subscale scores. Outcomes were modeled as
continuous variables in these analyses. Hence, fitted models
resembled ordinary multilevel linear regression analyses. The
results of these analyses were used to test the Hypotheses 3 and 4.
To test Hypothesis 5, we examined the associations of the
country-level mean E-ATSS and E-SRSPS subscale scores with
national suicide rates. For this goal, national suicide rate was
used as a level-2 variable to predict random intercepts in these
subscales in models without any focal level-1 predictors, but
controlling for participant sex and age. The respective national
suicide rates were taken from the World Health Organization
(76). Palestine was excluded from this analysis, as no suicide rate
was available for this unit of analysis.
Finally, similarly to the third step of analysis of the foregoing
analyses, possible cross-level interactions of national suicide rate
with random slopes (and intercepts) for the associations of
individualism and collectivism with the E-ATSS and E-SRSPS
subscale scores were investigated in an exploratory fashion.RESULTS
Cross-National Measurement Equivalence
All scales and subscales exhibited at least acceptable levels (with
reference to either CFI and/or TLI and SRMR values) of
configural invariance (see Supplementary Materials); i.e.,
every scale and subscale was essentially unidimensional in all
investigated countries. Full measurement invariance could be
assumed for the E-ATSS and E-SRSPS subscales (except Helping
a suicidal friend) as well. The individualism and collectivism
scales exhibited only partial measurement invariance. The final
partial measurement invariance models for these two scales (and
of Helping a suicidal friend) were obtained by relaxing the
equivalence of item parameters between countries or groups of
countries in a stepwise fashion until an acceptable fit
was achieved.
Means and standard deviations of the individualism and
collectivism factor scores of the partial measurement models in
the investigated countries are displayed in Table 1 (standardized
across all countries to yield a grand mean of 0 and a variance of 1;
thereby, predictors were also grand-mean-centered for the
subsequent multilevel regression analyses). As can be seen,
Muslim countries like Palestine, Tunisia, and Turkey, but also
the USA, had the highest scores in individualism; Italy, Austria,
and Japan had the lowest scores. For collectivism, Austria and
Iran had the highest scores; China, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia hadApril 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 259
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achieved, direct comparisons between countries need to be made
with caution, however. Across countries, individualism and
collectivism were weakly interrelated (r =.13, p < .001).
Within-country correlations were particularly high for Saudi
Arabia (r =.78, p < .001) and Palestine (r =.37, p < .001), but
otherwise ranged from r = -.13 (Italy) to r =.29 (Jordan).
Excluding Saudi Arabia from the further analyses did not
substantially alter their results. Hence, the data from Saudi
Arabia were included in all subsequent analyses.
Suicidal Ideation, Suicide Attempts, and
Psychological Distress (Hypothesis 1)
Descriptive statistics on suicidal ideation, suicide attempts, and
psychological distress in the investigated countries are provided
in Table 1. The results of the multilevel analyses are presented in
Table 2. Mostly, linear associations of individualism with
suicidal ideation and suicide attempts were not significant at
the mean level (i.e., averaged across all countries); control
variables participant sex and age did not affect these outcomes,
except that suicidal ideation in the last 12 months was more
likely reported by younger than older individuals (p =.048).
Higher individualism appeared to be linearly associated only
with less current suicidal ideation and a lower likelihood of a
suicide attempt in the last 12 months across all samples.
However, there were also quadratic associations of
individualism with suicidal ideation and suicide attempts.Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 8Overall, both lower and higher than average individualism
scores were associated with a higher likelihood for life-time
suicidal ideation, suicidal ideation in the last 12 months, and
any suicidal ideation. For suicide attempts in all investigated
periods, individuals low in individualism, compared to
individuals with intermediate or high scores, also had an
overall higher likelihood for reporting an attempt.
In contrast, higher collectivism appeared to be linearly
associated with less suicidal ideation in the last 12 months,
current suicidal ideation, and any suicidal ideation; and with a
lower likelihood of a life-time suicide attempt and any suicide
attempt (either life-time or in the last 12 months). For life-time
suicide attempts there was also a quadratic association with
collectivism, such that (in combination with the linear effect)
individuals low in collectivism, compared to individuals with
intermediate or high scores, had a higher likelihood to report an
attempt. Slopes of the linear, but not the quadratic terms, varied
somewhat between countries for life-time suicidal ideation and
suicidal ideation in the last 12 months [see Cross-Level
Interactions With Culture (Hypothesis 2)].
Controlling for multiple testing (using sequential Bonferroni
correction) with regards to the 16 effect tests for linear and
quadratic associations of individualism and collectivism with
suicidal ideation, the quadratic association of individualism (p <
.001) and the linear association of collectivism (p =.003) with
suicidal ideation in the past 12 months remained significant
(overall a = 5%).TABLE 2 | Associations of individualism and collectivism with suicidal ideation, suicide attempts, and psychological distress.
Outcome variables Slope coefficients Random-effects variance estimates
Individualism Collectivism Intercept Slope
Individualism
Slope
Collectivism
Suicidal ideation
Life-time -0.016 (0.049) -0.136 (0.071) 0.212 (0.118) — 0.041 (0.017)*
0.072 (0.032)* 0.022 (0.046) — —
Last 12 months -0.009 (0.098) -0.241 (0.082)** 0.263 (0.101)** 0.083 (0.035)* —
0.084 (0.020)*** 0.045 (0.036) — —
Current -0.273 (0.126)* -0.251 (0.122)* 0.804 (0.289)** — —
0.031 (0.043) 0.033 (0.044) — —
Any -0.008 (0.047) -0.149 (0.060)* 0.450 (0.279) — —
0.070 (0.030)* -0.002 (0.034) — —
Suicide attempt
Life-time -0.207 (0.146) -0.216 (0.105)* 0.381 (0.164)* — —
0.092 (0.031)** 0.058 (0.029)* — —
Last 12 months -0.295 (0.129)* -0.340 (0.195) 2.073 (0.858)* — —
0.156 (0.040)*** -0.032 (0.051) — —
Any -0.238 (0.126) -0.226 (0.097)* 0.543 (0.221)* — —
0.125 (0.021)*** 0.007 (0.042) — —
Psychological distress
GHQ-12 ≥ 3 -0.053 (0.049) 0.014 (0.069) 0.445 (0.149)** 0.038 (0.016)* —
0.087 (0.031)** 0.023 (0.048) — —
GHQ-12 ≥ 4 -0.116 (0.062) -0.046 (0.068) 0.404 (0.128) — —
0.062 (0.034) 0.046 (0.048) — —
GHQ-12 ≥ 5 -0.120 (0.028)*** 0.020 (0.059) 0.471 (0.165)** 0.063 (0.022)** —
0.091 (0.038)* 0.026 (0.037) — —April 2020 | Volume 1Numbers are parameter estimates (standard errors in parentheses). Slope coefficients for linear terms are presented in the first line, and for quadratic terms in the second line for each
outcome. Slopes were modeled as random effects, where respective variance estimates are provided, and as fixed effects otherwise. Displayed significance levels are based onWald tests
for slope coefficients, and likelihood ratio tests for random-effects variance estimates (confidence intervals for the variance estimates may not reliably reproduce the significance of these
more powerful tests). Participant sex and age (not shown) were used as level-1 control variables for all outcomes, see main text for further details. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.1 | Article 259
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respective 12 effect test for suicide attempts, all quadratic
associations of individualism with life-time suicide attempts
(p =.003), suicide attempts in the last 12 months (p < .001),
and any suicide attempts (p < .001) retained their significance
(overall a = 5%).
Individualism also exhibited a quadratic association with
psychological distress (cut-offs 3 and 5), such that individuals
with either low or high scores had a higher likelihood of crossing
the cut-off than individuals with intermediate scores.
Additionally, there was a negative linear association of
individualism with psychological distress (cut-off 5), indicating
that individuals with high scores were somewhat less likely to
cross this cut-off than individuals with low scores. Overall,
women were more likely to report psychological distress for all
cut-offs (ps ≤.041) than men; also, for the cut-off of 3, younger
individuals more likely reported psychological distress than older
ones (p =.016). Cross-country variability was apparent with
regards to the linear associations of individualism with
psychological distress.
Controlling for multiple testing with regards to the 12 effect
tests of individualism and collectivism with psychological
distress, all associations but the quadratic association of
individualism with psychological distress (cut-off 5) retained
their significance (overall a = 5%).
Cross-Level Interactions With Culture
(Hypothesis 2)
Suicidal Ideation and Suicide Attempts
The associations of predictors with outcomes on the level 1
varied between cultures. Among individualistic cultures,
collectivism on average was negatively linearly associated with
life-time suicidal ideation (Table 3). Thus, controlling for
individualism, higher collectivism appeared to be protective
against suicidal ideation among individualistic cultures, whilst
not among Asian and Muslim collectivistic cultures.
Concerning the linear associations of individualism with
suicidal ideation in the last 12 months, the mean slopes among
Muslim collectivistic cultures were significantly negative,
whereas significantly positive among Asian collectivistic
cultures (Table 3). Combined with the overall quadratic effect
of individualism, this indicated that in Asian collectivisticFrontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 9cultures specifically individuals high in individualism,
compared to individuals with low or intermediate scores, had a
higher likelihood to report suicidal ideation in the last 12
months. In contrast, in Muslim collectivistic cultures,
specifically individuals low in individualism had a higher
likelihood to report suicidal ideation in the last 12 months
than individuals with intermediate or high scores. Thus,
specifically high individualism appeared to be a risk factor for
suicidal ideation in Asian collectivistic cultures, whereas low
individualism in Muslim collectivistic cultures.
Psychological Distress
For a cut-off of 3, the slope of the linear association of
individualism with psychological distress was significantly
positive for individualistic cultures and significantly negative
for Muslim collectivistic cultures. Combined with the overall
quadratic effect of individualism, this indicated that the
likelihood of reporting psychological distress was elevated for
individuals low in individualism (compared to individuals with
high or intermediate scores) in Muslim collectivistic cultures, but
elevated for individuals high in individualism in individualistic
cultures. A similar trend was apparent in Muslim collectivistic
cultures for a cut-off of 5.
Attitudes and Reactions Towards
Suicide and Suicidality Factors
(Hypotheses 3 and 4)
Descriptive statistics on attitudes and social reactions towards
suicide and suicidality factors in the investigated countries are
provided in the Supplementary Materials.
In the following, we report only on associations of
individualism and collectivism with attitudes (Table 4) which
were significant after controlling for multiple testing (as above;
24 tests, overall a = 5%). At the mean level (averaged across all
countries), higher collectivism was linearly negatively associated
with acceptability of suicide and positive with punishment after
death and communicat ing psychological problems.
Individualism was linearly positively associated with hiding
suicidal behavior and quadratically with suicide as a sign of
mental illness, such that a positive association at the low range of
individualism scores levelled off for intermediate and high scores
(i.e., there was no further increase in the range of intermediateTABLE 3 | Mean slopes of individualism and collectivism in the investigated cultures.
Outcome variable: Predictor Culture Simple contrasts
(1) Individualistic (2) Asian collectivistic (3) Muslim collectivistic
Suicidal ideation
Life-time: Collectivism -0.305 (0.031)*** 0.113 (0.106) -0.106 (0.118) 2 > 1
Last 12 months: Individualism 0.241 (0.123) 0.457 (0.088)*** -0.225 (0.094)* 1,2 > 3
Psychological distress
GHQ-12 ≥ 3: Individualism 0.157 (0.039)*** -0.014 (0.057) -0.148 (0.047)** 1 > 2 > 3
GHQ-12 ≥ 5: Individualism 0.085 (0.088) -0.021 (0.052) -0.140 (0.059)* 1,2 > 3April 2020 | VolumIndividualistic cultures = Austria, Italy, UK, USA; Asian collectivistic cultures = China, Japan; Muslim collectivistic cultures = Iran, Jordan, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, Turkey. Numbers
are parameter estimates (standard errors in parentheses). “Simple contrasts” lists significant differences (p < .05) in the mean slopes between cultures. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
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collectivism than with individualism. Regarding the control
variables, men overall had higher scores than women with
regards to acceptability of suicide (p < .001) and hiding
suicidal behavior (p =.001). Younger participants had higher
scores in punishment after death than older participants
(p < .001).
Concerning reactions to suicidality factors (Table 4; all
associations remained significant after controlling for multiple
testing; 16 tests, overall a = 5%), individualism was at the mean
level linearly positively associated with social acceptance, helping
a suicidal friend, and emotional involvement. Its association with
disapproval of suicidal disclosure was overall nonlinear
(combining the linear and quadratic associations), such that a
positive association at the low range of individualism scores
levelled off (i.e., there was no increase) for intermediate and high
scores. Collectivism was at the mean level linearly positively
associated with social acceptance, helping a suicidal friend, and
emotional involvement. Its nonlinear association with
disapproval of suicidal disclosure was such that, controlling for
individualism, disapproval decreased for both high and low
scores of collectivism. Regarding the control variables, women
had overall higher scores than men in social acceptance (p <
.001), helping a suicidal friend (p =.002), and emotional
involvement (p =.003). Younger participants had higher scores
in disapproval of suicidal disclosure than older participants
(p =.002).Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 10Moderating Effects of National Suicide
Rate (Hypothesis 5)
Suicide rates mostly did not moderate the mean E-ATSS and E-
SRSPS subscale scores at the country level (ps ≥.075). However,
moderating effects were observed for punishment after death
(slope = -0.100, SE = 0.029, p < .001), suicide as a sign of mental
illness (slope = -0.051, SE = 0.021, p =.013), and emotional
involvement (slope = -0.042, SE = 0.008, p < .001). Mean scores
in these scales (controlling for participant sex and age) were
lower in countries with higher national suicide rates.
Cross-Level Interactions With National
Suicide Rate (Exploratory Analysis)
National suicide rates did not account for any variability in the
linear slopes of individualism and collectivism for most
dependent variables (ps ≥.077). However, suicide rates
moderated the linear association of individualism with
disapproval of suicidal disclosure (slope = 0.005, SE = 0.002,
p =.013): linear slopes were stronger positive in countries with
higher suicide rates (Figure 1A). Combined with the overall
quadratic association [see Attitudes and Reactions Towards
Suicide and Suicidality Factors (Hypotheses 3 and 4)], this
indicated that increases of disapproval with individualism in
the lower score range actually reverted for higher score ranges in
countries with lower suicide rates.
Also, suicide rates moderated the linear association of
collectivism with communicating psychological problemsTABLE 4 | Associations of individualism and collectivism with attitudes and reactions towards suicide and suicidality factors.
Outcome variables Slope coefficients Random-effects variance estimates
Individualism Collectivism Intercept Slope Individualism Slope Collectivism
Attitudes towards suicide factors
Acceptability of suicide 0.031 (0.035) -0.166 (0.016)*** 0.138 (0.051)** 0.011 (0.004)*** —
0.018 (0.012) 0.013 (0.010) — —
Punishment after death 0.058 (0.045) 0.093 (0.036)** 0.737 (0.089)*** — 0.020 (0.007)***
-0.028 (0.020) -0.049 (0.022)* — —
Suicide as a sign of mental illness 0.057 (0.039) 0.087 (0.051) 0.194 (0.046)*** — 0.027 (0.009)***
-0.043 (0.012)*** -0.019 (0.015) — —
Communicating psychological problems 0.048 (0.023)* 0.230 (0.026)*** 0.043 (0.010)*** — 0.007 (0.004)***
-0.029 (0.017) -0.056 (0.024)* — —
Hiding suicidal behavior 0.088 (0.033)** -0.043 (0.047) 0.159 (0.037)*** 0.007 (0.002)*** —
-0.001 (0.024) -0.039 (0.027)
Open reporting and discussion of suicide 0.045 (0.019)* 0.070 (0.027)* 0.161 (0.068)* — —
-0.029 (0.022) 0.012 (0.014) — —
Reactions to suicidality factors
Social acceptance 0.103 (0.024)*** 0.218 (0.024)*** 0.045 (0.015)** 0.006 (0.002)*** —
-0.030 (0.016) -0.019 (0.012) — —
Helping a suicidal friend 0.081 (0.021)*** 0.191 (0.019)*** 0.022 (0.009)* — —
-0.033 (0.021) -0.023 (0.015) — —
Disapproval of suicidal disclosure 0.049 (0.016)** -0.014 (0.024) 0.100 (0.028)*** 0.002 (0.001)** —
-0.030 (0.008)*** -0.036 (0.012)** — —
Emotional involvement 0.094 (0.020)*** 0.115 (0.025)*** 0.176 (0.048)*** — —
-0.022 (0.015) -0.018 (0.016) — —April 2020 | VolNumbers are parameter estimates (standard errors in parentheses). Slopes were modeled as random effects, where respective variance estimates are provided, and as fixed effects
otherwise. Displayed significance levels are based on Wald tests for slope coefficients, and likelihood ratio tests for random-effects variance estimates (confidence intervals for the variance
estimates may not reliably reproduce the significance of these more powerful tests). Participant sex and age (not shown) were used as level-1 control variables for all outcomes, see main
text for further details. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.ume 11 | Article 259
Eskin et al. Is Individualism Suicidogenic?(slope = -0.010, SE = 0.005, p =.047): linear slopes were stronger
positive in countries with lower suicide rates (Figure 1B).DISCUSSION
Research indicates that the individualism-collectivism dimension
provides important sources of information for both intersocietal
and interindividual similarities and differences. Therefore, the
present study investigated the associations of individualistic and
collectivistic value orientations with nonfatal suicidal behavior,
attitudes towards suicide and suicidality, and psychological
distress in student samples from 12 countries by testing five
research hypotheses. The findings from these yielded interesting
features, which may shed light on the relations of individualism-
collectivism to suicidal behavior, attitudes towards suicide and
suicidal persons, and psychological distress in young adults
enrolled in higher-education institutions.
It is noteworthy that while the individualism scores were
highest in traditionally collectivistic countries like Palestine,
Tunisia, and Turkey, together with the USA, the lowest
individualism scores were noted in traditionally individualistic
countries, such as Austria and Italy, together with Japan.
Whereas Austria and Iran had the highest collectivism scores,
China, Jordan and Saudi Arabia had the lowest collectivism
scores. It seems that young adults in individualistic countries
seek communion with others, while their age mates in
collectivistic countries seek to assert their individuality, which
is in line with the Arab Spring uprisings in Arab countries (77)
and the Gezi protests in Istanbul, Turkey (78). Another reason
for high individualism scores in traditionally collectivistic
countries might be related to the item content of the utilized
scale. Items in the individualism scale mostly dealt with
competition. Due to the limited resources in their countries,
participants might have specifically endorsed competition,
which, however, is only one aspect of individualism, not its
whole content. Also, the individualism and collectivism scales
exhibited only partial measurement invariance in the currentFrontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 11study. Conclusions thus have to be made with caution. Fully
invariant scales are still needed.
The scientific evidence indicates that, compared to people
with predominantly collectivistic values, people with
individualistic values report more independent self-concepts
and context-independent cognitive processing styles, and lower
relationality and dispositional or internal attributions (10–15). It
has previously been argued (22) that individuals with
individualistic value orientations, when experiencing negative
life circumstances, may feel personal responsibility for the
situation and may blame themselves for what happened which,
in turn, may result in feelings of anger, unhappiness, and
hopelessness during times of personal crisis. Such an
attribution process may have dire consequences for the
individual, when coupled with insufficient social support.
Conversely, when experiencing negative life circumstances,
individuals with high collectivistic value orientations may
attribute responsibility to others or to situations. This, in turn,
may well mitigate the impact of anger, unhappiness, and
hopelessness, which are the predominating cognitive-affective
states in suicidal developments (79).
Based on research findings related to the differences between
individualism and collectivism, our first hypothesis predicted
that individualistic values would be associated with more suicidal
behavior and psychological distress, whereas collectivistic values
would be associated with less suicidal behavior and psychological
distress. The results provided mixed support for this prediction.
In line with findings from Eskin (22) and Scott et al. (42),
collectivism was associated with less life-time suicidal ideation,
but unlike these previous findings, the shape of the associations
of individualism with suicidal ideation within a 12-month
period, and of suicide attempts appeared to be “u”-shaped:
Both individuals with high and low, but not intermediate,
levels of individualism had a higher likelihood of suicidal
ideation and behavior. Individualism was also associated with a
higher likelihood of psychological distress (linearly with a higher
scale cut-off; again u-shaped with a lower cut-off), controlling for
participant sex and age. However, our results demonstrated someA B
FIGURE 1 | Slope coefficients (on the ordinate) by national suicide rate (on the abscissa) of (A) individualism for disapproval of suicidal disclosure and
(B) collectivism for communicating psychological problems.April 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 259
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between countries. Thus, the associations of the two value
orientations to suicidal ideation and psychological distress
appear in part to be context-dependent, rather than
being universal.
Individuality (agency, differentiation) and relatedness
(communion, assimilation) are the two universal human needs
(80–82). This duality of social needs corresponds well to the
dichotomy of the individualism-collectivism dimension.
Research shows that national cultures, with their specific value
structures, differ from another or resemble each other with
regards to their location on this cultural dimension (6). It is
possible that some cultures, in line with their location on the
individualism-collectivism dimension, might be better prepared
for satisfying one social need over others. For instance, cultures
on the individualistic pole may well be more prepared for
gratifying the need for individuality, whereas those on the
collectivistic pole are more prepared for gratifying the need for
communion or relatedness. Thus, there is a discrepancy between
country (or group) culture and individual need satisfaction.
Previously, Caldwell-Harris and Ayçiçeği (47) have highlighted
this as the personality-culture clash hypothesis.
On this background, our second hypothesis predicted that the
prevailing culture (individualistic vs. collectivistic) in the
investigated countries would moderate the associations of
individualistic and collectivistic values with suicidal behavior
and psychological distress. Our results yielded support for this
idea. Collectivism on average was significantly negatively
associated with life-time suicidal ideation in individualistic
countries, but not in Asian and Muslim countries. In turn,
whereas both individuals high and low in individualism were
at risk for suicidal ideation in the last 12 months in
individualistic countries, only individuals low in individualism
where at risk in Muslim collectivistic countries, and only
individuals high in individualism in Asian collectivistic
countries. Patterns were somewhat different for psychological
distress, where individuals at risk appeared to be again either
situated at the low range of individualism (Muslim collectivistic
countries), the high range (individualistic countries), or at both
ends of the distribution (Asian collectivistic countries).
Individualism signifies independence, freedom, choice,
personal responsibility, and competition (23, 24). The suicidal
act frequently is seen as personal freedom and choice (25, 26).
Consistent with this view, a majority of suicidal individuals seem
not to seek professional or nonprofessional help (27, 28).
Concurrently, perceived stigma, embarrassment, and self-
reliance preferences are widely seen as important general
barriers to help-seeking behaviors in younger individuals
affected with mental health problems, including suicidality
(29–31). Within such a value matrix, it is reasonable to assume
that people with an individualistic world view will see suicide as
personal freedom and choice, and subsequently they will hold
higher levels of acceptance for suicide than those with a
collectivistic world view. On these grounds, our third
hypothesis anticipated that individualistic values would be
associated with more permissive attitudes to suicide, whereasFrontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 12collectivistic values with less permissive attitudes. Consistent
with prior related evidence (4, 5, 22, 38), our results indicate
that collectivistic values are uniformly associated with less
permissive attitudes to suicide, whereas individualistic values
with a more stigmatized view of suicidal behavior. Yet, we found
that the tendency to view suicide as a sign of mental illness
increased only in the low score range of individualism, but not
the intermediate and high ranges. Thus, our third hypothesis
was confirmed.
Independence, freedom, and personal responsibility are core
values in the concept of individualism, and persons with
individualistic value orientations display context-independent
information processing and dispositional attribution styles,
compared to context-dependent and situational attribution
style shown by those with collectivistic value orientations.
Further, persons engaging in suicidal behavior are reluctant to
seek help for reasons related to a belief in self-reliance, stigma,
and a belief that nobody could help (83, 84). Thus, our fourth
hypothesis predicted collectivistic values would be associated
with more socially accepting/helping attitudes to suicidal
persons, whereas individualistic values with less socially
accepting/helping attitudes to suicidal persons. Like the
findings from Eskin (22), the results obtained from this study
produced some support for our fourth prediction. Both
individualistic and collectivistic values were significantly
associated with socially accepting attitudes to a suicidal peer,
helping a suicidal friend, and emotional involvement. These
associations were overall stronger for collectivism than for
individualism. Yet, both individualistic and collectivistic values
were also nonlinearly associated with disapproving attitudes to
suicidal disclosure, but in slightly dissimilar fashions:
Disapproving attitudes increased with increasing scores in the
low score range of individualism and collectivism, but decreased
only in the high score range of collectivism.
Research indicates that individuals in high-suicide-rate
countries more strongly approve suicide than their
counterparts in low-suicide-rate countries (5). Also, research
indicates that people with a suicidal past (85) and people from
regions with a high suicide rate (86) have less positive attitudes
and lower intentions to help-seeking behaviors. In similar vein,
Crowder and Kemmelmeier (87) showed that in regions with
high suicide rates people are less likely to seek out psychiatric
services for depression. Against this background, in our fifth
hypothesis we tested whether national suicide rates are
associated with attitudes towards suicide and suicidal persons
in the countries investigated. The results revealed that
participants in countries with higher suicide rates believed less
that persons engaging in suicidal behavior would be punished
after death and that suicide is a sign of mental illness; however,
they also displayed less emotionally engaging reactions towards a
suicidal peer than their counterparts. These results dovetail with
insights from prior related comparative research (33, 34).
It is interesting to note that national suicide rates also
moderated the linear associations of individualism with
disapproval of suicidal disclosure and of collectivism with
communicating psychological problems. Thus, the associationApril 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 259
Eskin et al. Is Individualism Suicidogenic?of individualistic values with disapproval was more linear in
countries with higher suicide rates, whereas more quadratic in
countries with lower suicide rates. This implies that in countries
with higher suicide rates only lower individualism was actually
associated with less disapproval, whereas in countries with lower
suicide rates both lower and higher individualism was associated
with less disapproval of disclosure. Positive linear associations of
collectivism with communicating psychological problems were
stronger in countries with lower suicide rates. This might be
indicative of the relative ease of activating the informal social
support systems in these countries, which is in line with research
demonstrating the protective functions of social support against
suicidal behavior (88).
As an aside, the current results suggest that the E-ATSS and
E-SRSPS subscales are readily applicable in cross-cultural
research, as their items appeared to exhibit full measurement
invariance in the herein investigated countries. This is further
evidence of the good psychometric properties of these two scales
(89). Reported means and standard deviations of the E-ATSS and
E-SRSPS subscales in the herein investigated countries may be
used as reference in future cross-cultural suicide research.
Limitations
Although our results provide a variety of clues for a possibly
causal involvement of individualism in self-reported suicidal
behavior and psychological distress, for several reasons caution
should be exercised when generalizing from the current findings.
First, the national samples in this study were convenience
samples. Therefore, they might neither be fully representative
of their countries nor their countries’ general population. Also,
information on the numbers of students who were asked, but
refused to participate was not collected and is thus not available.
Random sampling techniques should be employed in future
research to overcome possible problems of sampling bias.
Second, the measurement of individualism with five items and
collectivism with five items might be inadequate for sampling the
entirety of these constructs’ components. To better understand
this issue, future research may benefit from using measures of
self-construal. Also, horizontal and vertical facets of
individualism and collectivism were conflated, and the scales
did not include any reverse-coded items. This could have
introduced response bias. Further, acquiescence bias, which
tends to be stronger as a function of collectivism, arguably
could have led to the overestimation of associations with
collectivism, and the underestimation of associations with
individualism. Third, the INDCOL scale was not administered
in the home language at all study sites. The English INDCOL was
used in Jordan, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, and Tunisia. Note that
Palestine and Tunisia, together with Turkey and the USA, had
the highest scores on individualism. There is evidence indicating
that language itself might function as a prime (15). Thus, high
individualism scores observed in Palestinian and Tunisian
samples might be due to such effects, rather than truly
reflecting the cultural orientation. Fourth, the cross-sectional
study design does not allow for causal interpretations. To inferFrontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org 13causality, prospective and longitudinal research designs
are needed.CONCLUSION
In this study, we tested whether individualistic and collectivistic
values are related to self-reported suicidal behavior, attitudes and
psychological distress in a 12-nation sample of young adults. Our
findings confi rm and extend some findings f rom
previous research.
The answer to the question we posed in the title is that
universally both high and low individualism may be associated
with suicide attempts. With regards suicidal ideation the answer
depends on the cultural background. According to the current
findings, higher individualism appears to be protective against
suicidal ideation in Muslim collectivistic cultures, but seems a
risk factor for suicidal ideation among Asian collectivistic
cultures; both high and low individualism appears a risk factor
in individualistic countries. At the same time, higher collectivism
appears to protect against suicidal ideation among individualistic
cultures, but not among Asian and Muslim collectivistic cultures.
It is possible that individualistic values have a personally
liberating and protective effect in some Muslim countries,
where social pressure to conform is high. In other countries,
where there is a generally lower level of social cohesion and/or
less pressure to conform (Western individualistic and Asian
collectivistic countries), higher individualism might further
drive people at risk into isolation. Higher collectivism might be
protective, when coupled with social support. Further, the
findings from this study yielded interesting results concerning
the attitudes towards suicide and suicidal persons. Collectivism
may promote the communication of psychological problems,
whereas hiding suicidal behavior is positively associated with
individualism. Acceptability of suicide is negatively associated
with collectivism, while both individualism and collectivism at
the mean level are positively associated with social acceptance of
a suicidal peer and emotional involvement. Individualism and
collectivism are associated with disapproval of suicidal disclosure
in a complex way, and associations also differ dependent on
national suicide rate.
In this research, we adopted the view that, in their modest
dosages, individualistic and collectivistic values correspond to
individuality and relatedness, which in turn correspond to the
two universal social human needs. The results suggest that,
indeed, only intermediate levels of individualism may be
considered protective against suicide attempts. If gratified at an
optimum level, both value orientations could benefit people in
many ways. For instance, collectivistic values may foster sharing,
helping, and reciprocity, which in turn increase social cohesion
and social support. Individualistic values, on the other hand, may
help people get to know themselves better and to determine
individual goals, based on what they may think that will make
them happier. In contrast, overly individualistic or collectivisticApril 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 259
Eskin et al. Is Individualism Suicidogenic?values may shatter such possible benefits of these two
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